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ABSTRACT 
 
Research on media coverage of crime and justice issues tends to 
examine the effects of this coverage on public opinion, fear of crime, 
and other attitudes. Coverage of the death penalty, particularly 
executions, is a popular topic among researchers, who wish to examine 
whether deterrence is achieved when media outlets cover executions in 
the news, The current study examines an underlying, and perhaps 
overlooked, aspect of this previous research-how consistent is media 
coverage of these issues? By examining coverage of death sentences, 
not executions, in two Ohio newspapers, the current study illustrates 
that coverage of certain crimes-rimes that result in a death 
sentence-is not similar both between the newspapers and within each 
newspaper itself: It is argued that conclusions about public attitudes 
toward crime and justice issues must be tempered by the fact that 
media coverage of crime, even specific types of crime, is not created 
equal 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Media coverage of the criminal justice system is a popular topic among 
researchers. This popularity is well-founded, as many believe that the 
media are able to influence how the public views the world around 
them. According to Franklin (1999), the media are major sources of 
information about a number of issues, especially crime and justice. The 
public has limited experience with various social concerns and, 
therefore, must rely on media outlets to provide them with information. 
Graber (1 980) claims that the media are the primary outlet for receiving 
information about crime. Yanich (200 1) argues that public is interested 
in crime and justice issues because of the “it can happen to you” aspect. 
Media outlets are able frame these issues to make them more personal 
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to the public and to help the public make sense of the world around 
them. According to Sotirovic (2003), the news media’s objective is to 
present what is rare and unusual, appealing to emotions, instead of 
delving into the “why” or the “how” of the issue. In fact, some claim 
that the news media downplay the broader political, economic, and 
social issues at the root of many problems and focus instead on the 
individuals involved and how a particular incident affected them 
(Sotirovic, 2003, Barak, 1994). Gilliam and Iyengar (2000) assert that, 
in some cities, crime news, particularly violent crime, can account for 
up to 75 percent of all news coverage. As a result, media outlets can 
have a large influence on public opinion about crime and justice. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
General News Coverage 
 
As stated earlier, crime news can occupy a good portion of overall 
news coverage and this varies nationally and locally. According to 
Surette (1998), crime and justice topics generally comprise about 10-15 
percent of all national news coverage, 20 percent of local television 
news, and about 25 percent of local newspaper coverage. National 
news coverage of crime (television and newspapers) typically focuses 
on unusual or heinous crimes, such Timothy McVeigh’s bombing of 
the federal building in Oklahoma City in 1995, and those that feature 
attractive or celebrity participants, such as the Laci Peterson 
kidnapping case in 2004 and Michael Jackson’s child molestation trial 
in 2005. Local news also focuses on these cases, but much of the local provides spot 
coverage of crimes, due to the limited time frame of a 
newscast. Because of this, it is difficult to provide context or discussion 
on particular crime and justice issues. Local newspapers are able to 
provide more detail on such matters and, thus, are perhaps less 
sensational in their news coverage (see generally, Surette, 1995). 
 
Research that examines media coverage of crime and justice issues 
typically concerns the social construction of these issues and the 
public’s perception of them. How the media portray certain crimes 
(usually violent or heinous), certain offenders and victims (e.g., Black 
offenders, White victims, etc.), or certain criminal justice processes 
(e.g., the death penalty) likely influences public perceptions (Peelo, 
Francis, Soothill, Pearson, and Ackerley, 2004; Duwe, 2000). Murders 
typically gamer the most coverage, but other crimes deemed heinous by 
the media (and the public), such as rape and child 
abduction/molestation, will be covered if murders are not as common 
(Chermak, 1995, Duwe, 2000). Fox and Levin (1998) note that the 
public vision of murder is entirely different from reality. The media 
tend to focus on murders that involve strangers, psychopathic 



offenders, or inherently brutal circumstances, none of which are 
common characteristics of murders. As a result, Fox and Levin (1998) 
state that this creates an irrational fear of certain crimes that, in reality, 
do not occur very often. 
 
Research has examined the effect of news coverage on public 
perceptions regarding fear of crime and the use of punishment. For 
example, research has generally shown that media coverage has a 
positive relationship with an individual’s fear of crime (see Fox and 
Levin, 1998, Gerbner and Gross, 1980; Chiricos, Eschholz, and Gertz, 
1997; Wortley, Hagan, and MacMillian (1997)) and support for harsher 
punishment (e.g., Roberts and Doob, 1990). On the other hand, Fan, 
Keltner, and Wyatt (2002) indicated that media coverage of actual 
innocence claims in Illinois during the 1990s influenced support for the 
death penalty; in effect, there was a negative relationship between the 
number of news stories on the issue and support for the death penalty. 
 
Newspaper Coverage of Homicides and the Death Penalty 
 
As indicated earlier, homicides usually comprise the largest 
proportion of stories about crime. However, as Chermak (1998) noted, 
not all murders are alike, as certain characteristics make some homicides more 
newsworthy than others. In his study on newspaper coverage of crime coverage in six 
urban newspapers, Chermak found that the number of victims was the strongest 
indicator of newspaper coverage, particularly for homicides. 
 
An analysis by Peelo et al. (2004) examined homicide coverage in 
England and Wales. The authors indicated that not all homicides are the 
same, and some lead to more outrage than others. As a result, 
newspapers will report homicides based on what is considered more 
newsworthy. In their analysis of three national newspapers, the authors 
found that the newspapers did not report a majority of homicides and 
that the homicides that were covered provide a distorted picture of 
reality. The circumstances surrounding the homicide (e.g., whether it 
was a sexual homicide or one that involved financial gain) was the 
most significant predictor of whether a homicide would be reported in 
all three newspapers The authors reported differences, however, in the 
newspapers’ coverage regarding other variables, such as age of victim, 
whether a shooting was involved, etc., suggesting that each newspaper 
considered certain elements of the crime differently than the other 
newspapers, “producing a different picture for their readers” (p. 273). 
 
In a study of homicides featured in the Los Angeles Times, 
Sorenson, Manz, and Berk (1998) examined the factors that influenced 
coverage of homicide cases. The authors found that homicides 
featuring female victims, very young or very old victims, and victims 



who were not known to the offender (strangers) received the most 
coverage. Additionally, homicides featuring non-white victims, non-strangers, 
and no guns received the least amount of coverage. This 
lends further support to the conclusion that not all homicides are treated 
equally. 

An analysis of homicide stories in the Columbus Dispatch was 
performed by Lundman (2003). The author’s primary focus was to 
examine if certain race-gender combinations of the offender and victim 
received different coverage. Lundman (2003) found that an uncommon 
homicide dyad - Black male killing a White female - received the most 
coverage compared to other dyads. Additionally, other uncommon 
dyads received coverage - Black males killing White males and White 
males killing White females. Based on this information, it appears that 
race of victim plays a large role in coverage of homicides in this 
newspaper. 
 
Johnstone, Hawkins, and Michener (1 994) examined two Chicago 
newspapers and their reporting of homicides in 1987. The authors 
focused on “human interest variables,” such as race, gender, age of 
offender and victim, method used, and area of homicide, to determine 
which homicides received coverage and, if so, how much. For both these include rare 
elements of a homicide - white victim, female 
victim, child victim, multiple offenders. Additionally, each newspaper 
focused more on certain elements; the Tribune focused more on 
homicides featuring multiple offenders and rare methods, while the 
Sun-Times featured homicides with child victims and those occurring in 
more affluent areas. Thus, the reporting of rare elements of a homicide, 
and different rare elements by two separate newspapers, provide a 
picture of homicide to readers that does not reflect reality. 
 
Cases in which the death penalty comes into play are usually 
considered the most violent and heinous; thus, the media will tend to 
cover these cases from the beginning. Haney and Greene (2004) 
performed a content analysis of newspaper coverage of a sample of 26 
death-eligible defendants in California. The authors indicated that the 
newspapers tended to rely on “official” sources of information (police, 
prosecutors) and to focus on positive aspects of the victim and negative 
aspects of the defendant. For example, newspapers overwhelmingly 
focused on defendants’ criminal history, drug use, brutality, etc., and 
tended to gloss over things such as childhood abuse and neglect. This 
indicates that death penalty coverage is much like coverage of other 
crime and justice issues. 
 
A popular research topic concerns media coverage and its 
relationship to a deterrent effect of the death penalty. Deterrence 
theorists argue that, if deterrence from crime is to work, the public must 



know that there are consequences for criminal acts. Hence, media 
coverage of executions will provide the public with the image that, if 
murder occurs, execution can result. 
 
A number of studies have attempted to ascertain if national 
television coverage of executions has an effect on homicide rates (see 
Bailey, 1990; Peterson and Bailey, 1994; Stack, 1987). The focus on 
national news coverage is problematic, however, since most executions 
receive no national coverage. Peterson and Bailey (1 99 1) indicate that 
only 25 out of 93 executions between 1976-1987 received any national 
exposure. Since 1987, over 850 inmates have been executed across the 
country and, given the limited time frame of national network news 
coverage, it is impossible to cover even a fraction of these executions. 
Thus, a focus on national news coverage of executions reveals very 
little about any deterrent effect they may have. 
 
Due to these problems, a number of studies have focused their 
attention on local coverage of executions, as most executions tend to be 
covered locally (Stolzenberg and D’Alessio, 2004). Bailey (1998) 
studied execution coverage in the largest circulation newspaper in Oklahoma (The Daily 
Oklahoman) during 1989- 199 1. During this time, 
Oklahoma executed its first inmate in 25 years, so newspaper coverage 
of this particular incident was intense. In addition, there were 53 other 
executions throughout the United States during this time, and the 
Oklahoma newspaper covered 33 of them. Bailey’s (1998) results 
indicated that increased media coverage coincided with an increase in 
certain types of homicides, but a decrease in other types, resulting in 
both a brutalization AND deterrent effect. 
 
Stolzenberg and D’ Alessio (2004) examined newspaper coverage 
of executions in Texas between 1990-1994. The authors assessed the 
coverage of executions in the Houston Chronicle and found that, during 
this time period, the newspaper referenced in some way all 52 
executions that occurred. Regarding a deterrent effect, despite the fact 
that all of the executions during this time period were covered, there 
was no effect on murder incidents. 
 
These above-mentioned studies indicate that not all homicides 
were covered by the newspapers. Regarding the death penalty, Bailey 
(1998) mentions that, in his coverage of one newspaper’s coverage of 
executions in Oklahoma, some executions may not be covered in other 
newspapers in the state. If this is the case, how can a deterrent effect be 
accurately assessed if all executions are not publicized throughout the 
state? In Bailey’s (1998) research, individuals who read the Daily 
Oklahoman may very well be deterred while others are not. It could be 
argued that the death-eligible homicides fit the criteria of the “high 



amplitude” homicide discussed by Johnstone, Hawkins, and Michener 
(1994)-the type of homicide that is covered more extensively. 
However, if these “high amplitude” homicides are not covered by 
newspapers in the state, how can deterrence then be measured? 
 
In Stolzenberg and D’Alessio’s (2004) research, it was noted that 
the Houston Chronicle covered all 52 executions that occurred in the 
state during the time period under study. What is not known is the 
consistency of this coverage. What is the extent of coverage of 
executions that have no local import? Additionally, how consistent is 
the coverage of executions that DO have local import? Are these 
executions treated equally? What is needed is an examination of how 
the death penalty is covered in the same state by different newspapers; 
in effect, what do we know about how and the extent to which the same 
cases are covered by different newspapers? It is not simply a question 
of whether death penalty issues are covered, but how they are covered. 
There may not be consistent coverage of homicides involving the death 
penalty, even if these crimes have local ties. For example, a death- eligible homicide 
involving one defendant and one victim may receive 
less coverage than a homicide involving multiple victims. 
 
The current study focuses on aspects of a number of the abovementioned 
research projects. First, it examines newspaper coverage of a 
serious crime-homicide-by engaging in a content analysis of 2 
different newspapers in Ohio, each from different areas. Newspaper 
coverage was selected because newspapers provide more in-depth and 
continuing coverage of the crime event-the crime and the subsequent 
criminal justice process-instead of just short, spot news coverage 
typically seen on television. In addition, newspaper coverage is more 
extensive in that it can cover more homicide incidents than local 
television news. In addition, the use of newspapers in different areas 
may shed light on how news is provided given who the editors, 
publishers, and readers are. 
 
A second aspect of the current study is that it focuses on a small 
class of homicides-those that received the death penalty-in an effort 
to assess a larger number of newspaper stories. It could be argued that 
those homicides that result in a death penalty are covered more 
extensively by media outlets due to the severity of the crime; in effect, 
they are the “worst of the worst.” On a related note, these homicides are 
covered up to the sentencing stage, not at execution, as previous studies 
have done. Executions, especially in Ohio, are rare occurrences 
themselves, but also in comparison to the imposition of a death 
sentence-those who are given death sentences vastly outnumber those 
who are actually executed. Thus, the current study is able to provide a 
broader examination of death penalty cases by NOT focusing strictly 



on the execution itself. 

CURRENT STUDY 
 
The current study examines newspaper coverage in two urban 
newspapers in Ohio-Cleveland’s Plain Dealer and Cincinnati’s 
Enquirer. These newspapers have penetration beyond the individual 
cities they represent. The Plain Dealer serves a metropolitan area 
consisting of eight counties, while the Enquirer contains serves an area 
that includes five Ohio counties as well as ten counties in Indiana and 
Kentucky (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). Thus, when examining death 
sentences in Ohio, the two newspapers combined cover a local area of thirteen’ Ohio 
counties. In addition, both newspapers contain sections 
devoted to state news that occurs outside of the cities’ metropolitan 
area. 
 
The Plain Dealer claims a daily circulation (paid subscribers) of 
just over 350,000 and a Sunday circulation of approximately 476,000 
(Audit Bureau of Circulation, 2004). The Enquirer claims a daily 
circulation of approximately 170,000 and just over 276,000 on Sunday 
(Newspapers First, 2004). These numbers do not include total 
readership, which includes non-subscribers who purchase the 
newspaper from boxes or newsstands. The Enquirer has a sister 
newspaper, the Post, which is the evening equivalent to the Enquirer’s 
morning edition. Circulation for the Post is small compared to the 
Enquirer (approximately 40,000) and generally contains the same news 
stories as the Enquirer. For purposes of this study, the Enquirer was 
utilized for analysis since it has the larger circulation of the two and 
utilization of both the Post and Enquirer would result in duplication of 
news stories. Although the combined circulation of the Post and 
Enquirer is higher, the fact that both newspapers contain the same 
stories written by the same reporters led the author to analyze the 
Enquirer only, as readers typically do not subscribe to both the 
morning and evening editions of newspapers. Thus, it could be argued 
that the Enquirer’s stories have a longer reach than its circulation 
numbers indicate, since the Enquirer’s stories are found in the Post. 
 
The metropolitan areas that these newspapers serve are similar in 
some respects. Both Cleveland and Cincinnati have a high black 
population in the urban core (US. Census Bureau, 2000). Population 
declines have struck both cities, although Cleveland’s declines are 
more substantial. Despite this, there are differences between the areas. 
The median income for the Cleveland metropolitan area is lower than 
the median income for the Cincinnati metropolitan area ($44,000 
compared to $50,000, respectively) (U.S. Census Bureau, 1997, 2000). 
In addition, a report by the Citizens for Civic Renewal in Cincinnati 
(2001) stated that the city has “some of the most pronounced patterns 



of separation by race and income in the nation” as the white, more 
affluent residents left the city for the suburbs. Cincinnati has also 
experienced issues with race relations, stemming from police shootings 
of black suspects (see generally Hulsey, 200 1). Additionally, the 
political demographics served by the two newspapers are quite 
different. The Plain Dealer serves an area that has democratic leanings 
(see generally, Free Press, 2004), while the Enquirer serves a largely 
conservative area (see generally, City Beat, 2000). The primary reasons 
for the selection of these newspapers are twofold. First, approximately 
sixty percent of those on death row during the years of the study 
committed their crimes in one of the local counties covered by the 
newspapers. The second reason involves potential differences between 
the cities and their respective newspapers. As mentioned above, both 
cities have experienced a population decline, but there are differences 
between the two cities. Additionally, will the race issues in Cincinnati 
area affect the Enquirer’s coverage? If so, what does this mean for 
deterrence research and other research that gauges public attitudes and 
perceptions of the death penalty? It should be noted that this study is 
not an examination of the political ideologies of the newspapers and 
how ideology may shape news coverage. Simply, this study examines 
IF coverage is different between the two newspapers and the 
implications of these differences (if any) on future research on media 
coverage, deterrence, and public perception. 
 
METHOD 
 
The process of analysis of both newspapers was identical. First, 
information was gathered about individuals sentenced to death between 
the years of 1981, when Ohio re-instated the death penalty, and 2004. 
This includes those offenders who were originally sentenced to death, 
but who were taken off of death row due to some reason - e.g., death, 
court order, commutation, etc. This information was provided by the 
Office of the Ohio Public Defender. The data contained demographic 
information about the offender and victim(s), some characteristics of 
the offense (e.g., multiple victims) and the date of the offense and 
sentence. Other characteristics of the offense (e.g., attendant felony 
circumstances, stranger vs. non-stranger) were compiled from the 
website of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction or 
from newspaper stories that reported trial information. 
 
Second, newspaper articles were searched based on the on-line 
index of articles that both newspapers provide. Information that could 
not be gathered through this index was taken from newspaper archives 
found at the university’s library. Information was gathered about cases 
from the very beginning of the case - as soon as the defendant was 
named a suspect - through the imposition of the death sentence and 



beyond. All news stories were included. The news indices were 
searched based on the defendant’s name and/or the victim’s name. 
Unlike previous research, which focused extensively on features such 
as headlines, column inches, language, etc., the current study coded 
general information regarding other features. The reason for coding this 
general information is that it is acknowledged by previous research that 
newspaper stories of crime and justice issues are similar - eye-catching 
language, longer stories, rare or lurid details, etc. - so it was expected 
that both newspapers under study would be no different from the 
previous studies or from each other. In fact, when assessing headlines 
and language used in both newspapers, it appears that the newspapers 
are similar to one another in their use of headlines, language, etc. Both 
newspapers tended to utilize simple, fact-based headlines when 
reporting on the case process-“Grant May Face Death” (Cleveland 
Plain Dealer), “Cook Pleads Not Guilty” (Cincinnati Enquirer). On the 
other hand, each newspaper occasionally provided a human interest 
element to a case, interviewing the victim’s family or focusing on the 
effect of the crime, etc. These stories were more likely to contain 
expressive language in both newspapers: “Violence Stuns, Worries 
City” (Cleveland Plain Dealer), “Child Relives Fiery, Fatal Night” 
(Cincinnati Enquirer). Also, both newspapers were apt to characterize a 
defendant as a “killer,” “slayer,” or “ex-con,” police were often 
commended for “doing a fine job” or “nabbing a killer,” and victims’ 
families were characterized as “grief-stricken” or “mournful.” Because 
of these similarities between the newspapers, the current study focuses 
on whether the newspapers covered death sentence cases at all and if 
there were meaningful differences between the coverage. 
 
The total number of defendants who received death sentences 
during the period was 281-this included death sentences in which one 
offender killed multiple victims or multiple offenders killed one victim 
One of the issues involved the coding of multiple victim homicides. 
Newspaper coverage of cases such as these featured one story with all 
Victim/offenders mentioned. Thus, each death sentence individually 
could not be meshed with the newspaper data. For instance, if one 
defendant kills three victims, these are three individual death sentences. 
However, newspapers do not publish a separate story for each 
individual victim. Let us say that there are 50 total news stories on this 
death sentence case. If each victim appears in each story, there are still 
only 50 stories about the case, not 150 (three victims x 50 stories each). 
Thus, multiple victim cases were condensed into one defendant-one 
victim cases, with the most “aggravated” victim representing the case. 
For example, if the characteristics of the three victims in the examples 
above are white male, black male, and white female, the characteristics 
of the white female homicide were utilized, since white female 
homicides may be considered more troubling to the public (see 



generally, Holcomb, Williams, and Demuth, 2004). The entire death 
sentence database was reconstructed in this way, keeping homicides 
involving white, female, young (<12), or old (>70) victims, or a 
combination of any of these. This method of condensing the database 
was taken from death penalty research by Gross and Mauro (1 989), 
who found that certain factors in multiple homicides affect the 
treatment of all homicides in the incident. Table 1 provides information 
on these and other variables under study. 

 



 



 

RESULTS 
The first set of analyses examined coverage of death sentences 
that were not of local import. The purpose of this was to gauge the 
difference in coverage of death sentences that are non-local vs. local 
and compare the coverage of the newspapers. Table 2 provides the 
results of this analysis. Most death sentences were not local to 
Cleveland or Cincinnati individually (although, combined, they 
represent the majority), so one would expect that coverage of these 
death sentences would not be as substantial as coverage of local cases 
(these will be covered shortly). Examining Table 2, it appears that 
Cleveland’s Plain Dealer published at least one story in 53 percent of 
non-local death sentences, compared to only 9 percent for Cincinnati’s 
Enquirer. Cleveland’s Plain Dealer also published more stories on 
non-local death sentences compared to Cincinnati’s Enquirer (686 to 
171, respectively). At first blush, it appears that the Plain Dealer 
provides more extensive coverage of non-local death sentences than the 
Enquirer, giving its readers a flavor of what is occurring in other areas 
of the state. 



 



 

Regarding placement of stories, for both newspapers, section A 
was devoted to national, international, and “high priority” local and 
state news. Section B generally covered lower priority local and state 
news, while sections C, D, E, F, and G (if applicable) were generally 
devoted to sports, lifestyles, and other national, international, state, and 
local news that was not covered in previous sections. For both of the 
newspapers under study, a majority of stories were published in 
sections B through G, suggesting that non-local death sentences were 
not receiving high priority coverage by the newspapers. It should be 
noted, however, that Cleveland’s Plain Dealer did feature a much 
higher percentage of stories in section A (20% of all non-local stories), 
while Cincinnati’s Enquirer published a majority of its stories in 
sections C, D, E, F, and G (59% of all non-local stories). This suggests 
that the Plain Dealer gave slightly higher priority coverage of nonlocal 
death sentences compared to the Enquirer. 
 
Regarding types of stories published by the newspapers, overall, 
neither newspaper went into too much detail about cases. However, 
Cleveland’s Plain Dealer provided slightly more coverage of the case 



process than Cincinnati’s Enquirer. Since the Plain Dealer published 
more stories than the Enquirer, it should come as no surprise that it 
features more stories about the case process. It could be said that 
readers of the Plain Dealer are provided more information about nonlocal 
death sentences than readers of the Enquirer. 

 



 

The second set of analyses examines coverage of local death 
sentences. Table 3 illustrates, not surprisingly, that coverage of local 
death sentences is much more extensive than coverage of non-local 
cases, for both newspapers. First, of interest is percentage of local death 
sentences that were not covered by the newspapers - 13 percent (1 1 
cases) for Cleveland’s Plain Dealer and 3 percent (2 cases) for 
Cincinnati’s Enquirer). Common sense would indicate that newspapers 
would cover all of their local death sentence cases but, apparently, this 
does not play out in these newspapers. As a result, readers are not given 
ANY information about a handful of death sentence cases that have 
occurred in their local area. 
 
Regarding the total number of stories published, Cincinnati’s 
Enquirer published more stories overall and more stories per death 
sentence than Cleveland’s Plain Dealer. Regarding placement of 
stories, both newspapers increased their front page coverage when local 
death sentence cases are involved, each published about the same 
percentage of these cases on the front page. In other sections, 
Cincinnati’s Enquirer publishes the bulk of its stories in sections B, C, 
and D (82% of all stories), while Cleveland’s Plain Dealer publishes 
the bulk of its stories in sections A and B (70% of all stories). Thus, 
although the Enquirer publishes more stories, the Plain Dealer 



publishes more of its stories in the more visible, higher priority sections 
of the newspaper. 
 
As for types of stories about local death sentence cases, as 
expected, both newspapers greatly increased coverage of the case 
process. Cincinnati’s Enquirer provided more coverage of the case 
process across the board than Cleveland’s Plain Dealer. It could be 
argued that the Enquirer coverage is more local-centric, focusing 
predominantly on local cases and providing more extensive and 
detailed information about these cases to its readers. 
 
Table 4 provides a logistic regression analysis of characteristics of 
cases that result in at least one story being published about it. The 
included variables feature both legal and extra-legal information in 
order to gauge whether certain characteristics of death sentence cases 
make those cases more newsworthy than others. The analyses include 
all death sentences statewide, controlling for locality, in order to 
provide a large enough n for examination. For the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer, local death sentences were more likely to have at least one 
story published about them (odds ratio = 6.852, p<.OOl) than non-local 
cases. Regarding other variables, death sentences involving non-white 
defendants and a non-stranger relationship are less likely to have a 
story published about them (though the significance for both is only 
p<.O5). Additionally, death sentences that are interracial are more likely 
to have a story published about them (again, at the lower p<.O5 level). 
For the Cincinnati Enquirer, the only significant variable is that the 
death sentence is local (odds ratio = 384.738, p<.OOI). What is 
interesting is that the odds ratio for this variable is much larger for the 
Enquirer than for the Plain Dealer, which supports the earlier 
contention that coverage in the Enquirer is overwhelmingly local-centric. 
 
Finally, analyses were performed to determine which factors were 
associated with continuing coverage of certain death sentences. Table 5 
provides these results. For Cleveland’s Plain Dealer, again, local death 
sentence cases received more coverage than non-local cases (b=lO.877, 
p<.OOl). Additionally, death sentences featuring male defendants 
received less coverage than cases featuring female defendants (b= 
16.962, pc.01). This is not surprising, however, since cases involving 
female defendants were (and still are) an anomaly, which likely 
increased interest in these cases. Additionally, death sentences 
involving younger defendants received less coverage than cases 
involving older defendants, but this is only significant at the lower 
pC.05 level. For Cincinnati's Enquirer, local death sentence cases 
received more coverage than non-local cases (b=l8.724, p<.OOl). As 
with the Plain Dealer, cases involving male defendants received less 
coverage than female defendants (b=-18.685, pC.01). The Enquirer 



published fewer stories in cases involving non-strangers (b=-5.038, 
F.01) and more stories in cases involving multiple victims (b= 5.237, 
pC.01). These variables were not significant in the Plain Dealer 
analysis. In Ohio, non-stranger homicides are the minority, so it is not 
surprising that the newspaper would not cover these as extensively. On 
the other hand, homicides with multiple victims, though a minority of 
death sentences, are covered more extensively than single-victim 
homicides. As with the gender of the defendant, cases involving 
atypical characteristics result in more extensive coverage.' 

 



 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
The preceding analyses were conducted to gauge how two 
different urban newspapers in the same state covered death sentence 
cases that took place in the state over a 24-year time period. Both 
newspapers cover rather large metropolitan areas; these areas account 
for the majority of death sentence cases under study. In addition, these 
newspapers serve communities that are rather distinct from one another 
and the newspapers themselves are characterized as catering to 
different political audiences. General results indicated the same pattern 
of coverage as reported in Chermak (1998), Peelo et al. (2004) and 
Johnstone, Hawkins, and Michener (1994) - not all homicides are 
treated the same. Cleveland’s Plain Dealer provided more coverage of 
non-local death sentences relative to Cincinnati’s Enquirer, although a 
good portion of these non-local death sentences were still ignored by 
the Plain Dealer. Additionally, the Plain Dealer published more of 
these stories in the earlier sections of the paper and provided more 
coverage of the case process. Regarding local death sentences, both 



newspapers increased their coverage, but the Enquirer seemed to 
increase its local coverage quite dramatically. Although, again, the 
Plain Dealer continued to publish stories in the earlier sections of the 
paper, the Enquirer published more stories, even though there were 
fewer death sentences imposed in Cincinnati’s metro area. 
 
Regarding the regression analyses, it is apparent that the Enquirer 
is more local-centric in its coverage of death sentence cases. The 
Enquirer also published more stories on death sentences involving 
multiple victims - which only constituted 27 percent of death sentence 
cases during this time - and those involving strangers - which 
constituted 54 percent of cases during this time. Both of these traits are 
atypical of homicides in general (see generally, Bureau of Justice 
Statistics, 2004) and one is atypical of Ohio death sentences in 
particular (multiple victims). Readers may not necessarily know that 
these traits are uncommon yet, due to more coverage, readers may 
perceive that they are more prevalent than they are. 
 
Regarding the local-centric coverage, it seems as if the Cincinnati 
criminal justice system and Cincinnati media focus quite a bit on local 
crime in general. For example, local police established a unique 
program that sends text messages, e-mails, and faxes to residents when 
crimes occur in their neighborhoods. In addition, an innovative segment 
on local Cincinnati television stations featuring the “Wheel of Justice” 
asks viewers to assist in tracking down the area’s 50 most wanted 
criminals. Going beyond “Crime Stoppers,” the program attracts many 
viewers and, according to Cincinnati’s mayor, the segment ‘ b . . .figured 
out a way to capture viewers’ attention and allowed that viewer to 
become a participant in fighting crime” in their city (Coolidge, 2006). 
Thus, it would appear that a heavy focus on local crime is good for 
business. 
 
Due to the racial problems in Cincinnati over the years, it is 
somewhat surprising that the race variables in the Enquirer analyses 
were not significant, given the news media’s complicity in constructing 
“crime problems” or “crime fears” (see generally, Barak, 1994). Two 
race variables were marginally significant in the Plain Dealer analyses 
- race of defendant and interracial homicide. It could be argued that a 
focus on death sentence cases featuring an interracial element, which 
were rare during this time period, is an effort to sensationalize such 
incidents. However, since death sentences involving white defendants 
(constituting the majority of death sentences) were also more likely to 
be covered by the Plain Dealer, it casts a shadow over the previous 
assumption, presumably since black offender-white victim homicides 
would be considered more newsworthy (see Wortley, Hagan, and 
MacMillan, 1997). Although previous research has shown a race of 



defendant or race of victim effect regarding media coverage of 
homicides and other crimes (see generally, Sorenson, Manz, and Berk, 
1998; Johnstone, Hawkins, and Michener, 1994), the narrow focus of 
this study (homicides that resulted in a death sentence) may have 
played a role in the non-significant results for these variables. Most 
homicides in Ohio involve black defendants and black victims, yet 
these homicides are least likely to result in a death sentence (see 
Williams and Holcomb, 2004). This perhaps indicates that prosecutors 
are reluctant to pursue the death penalty for racial or other case-based 
reasons or that judges or juries neglect to impose the death penalty in 
such cases. Newspaper coverage of death sentence cases is perhaps 
reflective of WHO the prosecutor views as worthy of a death sentence. 
If those who kill black victims are not deemed by prosecutors as 
eligible for a death sentence, there are fewer of them to report about. It 
may very well be that newspaper coverage of all homicides in Ohio 
will reflect a racial bias in coverage, but there appears to be no such 
effect when examining coverage of death sentence cases in particular. 
 
The present study hoped to provide another dimension in the 
literature that focuses on media coverage of crime and justice issues, 
particularly the death penalty. While it is supported that television and 
newspaper coverage of these issues is plentiful and, in most cases, 
sensationalistic, it cannot be assumed that all coverage is equal, 
especially newspaper coverage. Local television stations are usually not 
considered biased, but local newspapers are implicated in this, even if 
the newspapers do not purposefully reflect any sort of bias. The present 
study attempted to explore how two newspapers in the same state 
treated the same types of cases. Results indicated that there are 
differences in the way local newspapers cover these cases. As 
mentioned previously, Cincinnati’s Enquirer provides coverage that is 
overwhelmingly local, tending to overlook death sentences cases 
occurring outside the local coverage area. In addition, both newspapers had no 
coverage of a handful of local death sentence cases. This seems 
extraordinary, since these cases are considered the worst of the worst 
AND they feature local interest. The audience that is reading these 
newspapers only gets the information that the newspapers provide. 
How, then, can the audience make informed decisions about such 
issues if the public does not get all of the information? Finally, 
audiences that are exposed to differential coverage of the same issue 
may reach totally different conclusions about that issue. Therefore, 
when utilizing newspaper coverage to gauge public opinion, attitudes, 
or even a deterrent effect of the death penalty, it is important for future 
research to consider that newspaper coverage is not the same and that 
areas, even within the same state, may not be exposed to the same type 
of coverage. 

 



NOTES 
 
1. In both cities, there was one case that involved quite extensive 
coverage, which could result in skewed results. In the Cleveland area, 
coverage of a cult killing received continuously extensive coverage in 
the Plain Dealer; in the Cincinnati area, a tri-state killing spree also 
received continuously extensive coverage in the Enquirer. Analyses 
were run with these cases included and omitted; the results were not 
statistically or substantively different. 
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